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I had only a few seconds on 
Saturday. � e string of deer was 
coming on my left side and I was 

facing right, watching several other 
deer in the distance. By the time I got 
my body turned, three or four of them 
had gone through the shooting lane, 
so I had to draw quickly and get my 
sight pins centered in my peep. When 
the next deer stopped in the lane, I was 
ready and accurate with my shot and 
found the deer after only 50 yards of 
tracking. 

It sounds like luck but I can tell 
you for sure it was preparation that 
made the di� erence, not luck! Well, it 
also helped to have my good friend, 
Brett, who was willing to do a short 

walk-about in the far end of my 50 acre 
woods on the last day of late season. 
We’ve successfully teamed up on this 
routine before and it worked again on 
this past January 12. 

� e preparation, however, was 
done last August when I set my bow’s 
draw length and selected my hunting 
sight system. I built it with the expecta-
tion that I may have had to draw and 
aim quickly in order to make a shot 
that was time-sensitive. I built it so 
the draw length was correct, assuring 
that the peep and pin would come into 
view easily and consistently every time 
I drew my bow - no exceptions! 

I also practiced shooting it. I prac-
ticed shooting slowly and correctly, 
using proper back tension, as I always 
do. I also practiced shooting my hunt-
ing bow in a “quick time” mode so I’d 
be ready for a critical, time-sensitive 
hunting shot. 

Setting Peeps and Pins
Yep, I’ve been blessed with a high 

level of shooting skill but with the right 
setup, almost every hunter can make 
his/her hunting shot with vital accu-
racy. All it takes is a bow that � ts and a 
“visible” sight pin. � is article outlines 
the basic ingredients your customers 
need to make that all happen.

MAKING THE BOW FIT YOUR 
BOWHUNTING CUSTOMER

� e two most important ingredi-
ents in making a bow � t are the draw 
weight and draw length setting of the 
hunter’s bow. If the draw length is too 
long or too short, then neither the peep 
nor pin will slide naturally into the 
archer’s line of sight to the target. If the 
draw weight is beyond the archer’s abil-
ity, then he/she will use excessive body 
motion to draw the bow and risk having 
poor body position at full draw. Both of 
these conditions produce inconsistent 
shooting results. Worse than that, they 
fail under pressure!

DRAW LENGTH: Of all the hun-
dreds and hundreds of students that 
I’ve worked with over the years, most 
of them (70 percent) have bows with 
draw length settings that are too short. 
About 10 percent had draw length set-
tings that were too long. What this tells 
me is that most hunters are holding 
their bows with their arms and not 
properly holding their bows with their 
back muscles. If they are drawing a bow 
that is too short, then they are holding 
it with their arms. 

Holding with tensed arm muscles 
results in right or left arrow impacts. 
A quick look at an archer setup in a 
short position shows you exactly what 
I mean. � e holding arm is not in line 
behind the arrow; it’s outside that line.  
Failure to rotate the holding forearm 
in line with the arrow requires that 
your forearm and upper arm muscles 
remain contracted and do the holding. 
� erefore, releasing from this position 
yields a release hand follow-through 

do. I also practiced shooting my hunt-
ing bow in a “quick time” mode so I’d 
be ready for a critical, time-sensitive 
hunting shot. 

This top view of an archer’s proper full-
draw position shows how his drawing and 
holding forearm must be in line with the 
arrow so it is directly opposing the force it 
is trying to resist. Holding the forearm o�  
of this line is a weaker physical position, 
requiring much more muscle to hold and 
yielding far less shooting consistency. 

 Looking at proper full-draw position 
from behind the archer shows how the 
holding elbow lines up with the bow, bow-
string and arrow. Make the shooter’s bow 
� t him in this position so he can hold the 
bow with his back muscles instead of arm 
muscles and achieve � rst-shot accuracy. 
Holding for short, medium or long time 
periods is easy when you use your body 
e�  ciently.

By Larry WiseBy Larry Wise
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that is outward to the right and not 
directly away from behind the arrow. 
� e results of this follow through style 
are arrows that impact to the left or 
right of the intended target. In other 
words, when the pressure is on, you hit 
the deer in the shoulder or the butt! 

Proper full-draw position requires 
that your bow have its draw length set 
long enough so that the holding fore-
arm is in line with the arrow as seen 
from a top view. � is position allows 
you to transfer the holding force into 
your back muscles, thereby relaxing 
your forearm. � e result is a proper 
follow through with the release hand 
escaping straight away from behind 
the arrow. Under this condition, your 
release hand and arm will not impart 
any unwanted left/right force on the 
arrow and your shooting is far more 
consistent - you shoot accurately on 
the � rst shot and every shot after that.

If the holding forearm and elbow 
are rotated too far beyond the arrow 
line, then the shoulder blade is pressed 
too closely to the spine, rendering the 
back muscles far less e� ective in hold-
ing the bow. � e objective of using back 

muscles is to place a rotational force on 
the holding elbow so it rotates about 
the shoulder joint. So, if the elbow 
is already rotated as far as it can be 
before the shot is made, then you must 
use your hand or � ngers to complete 
the release of the arrow. Get lined up 
correctly and use your back properly – 
enjoy the consistency of back tension.

DRAW WEIGHT: I see so many 
bow hunters struggle to draw their 
bows. When I ask them why they don’t 
turn the weight down a few pounds, 
they almost always answer with, “I 
need all the speed I can get.” I’m sure 
you see these guys and gals also. 

So, what do we say to them and 
what can we teach them? First, I tell 
these bow hunters that accuracy kills, 
not speed. If an arrow traveling at 400 
fps passes over the back of a deer, I 
guarantee you the deer will be totally 
una� ected. If, on the other hand, an 
arrow traveling at 200 fps strikes the 
deer in the heart or lungs, it will die and 
die quickly. Which would you rather 
have?

Second, I have them sit in a chair, 
raise the bow and draw it. If they can’t, 

then how will they 
draw their bows 
while sitting in a 
treestand. Yep, I 
like to be standing 
when shooting 
out of a treestand 
but you have to be 
prepared for what 
“might” happen 
when you take a 
little � ve-minute 
break to sit down 
every hour or 
when it’s really 
cold. Prepare for 
those cold morn-
ings when your 
muscles are not 
so � exible. Set the 
draw weight so 
you can raise the 
bow to the target 
level and draw it 
without a struggle 
– don’t endure 
contortions and 
convulsions to get 
your bow drawn.

DRAW CYCLE: Today’s bows are 
fast. � ey store lots of energy, are high-
ly e�  cient and are much more accu-
rate than the bows from the 1980’s. 
Speed, however, doesn’t come without 
a cost. You pay the price for a fast arrow 
when you pull the bow through its draw 
cycle. You do the work!

To get the speed that so many bow-
hunters think they have to have, manu-
facturers are designing cams that send 
the draw weight up to peak within the 
� rst 2 inches of draw stroke. � en these 
cams keep the draw weight at peak for 
7, 8 or 9 inches before allowing it to 
drop quickly to holding weight. All of 
this necessary work e� ort comes from 
you. You must supply the energy nec-
essary to bend the limbs during this 
draw cycle.

� e question that I have is this: do 
the draw strokes of your customers’ 
bows match their physical ability to 
draw a bow? I know that for old guys 
like me, these new cams are just too 
much – my shoulder just won’t take 
it anymore. � ey stay at peak weight 
too far back into the draw stroke and 
over-stress my drawing shoulder. So I 
look for cams that aren’t so aggressive: 
cams that are easier to draw and let 
o�  sooner in the draw stroke. I’m sure 
many of your customers need that kind 
of bow also. 

� e same can be said for kids and 
lady bow hunters. We don’t just pass 
along to a kid an old bow meant for 
an adult man. We know that doesn’t 
work. Instead, we must be sure to get a 
bow that � ts the young person in draw 
weight and draw length and we do the 
same for the ladies. It’s great that in the 
last � ve years, bow manufacturers have 
been making fully adjustable bows spe-
ci� cally for youth and women.

� e young guys have no prob-
lem drawing the new, high-powered 
cams. In fact, that’s who the cams are 
designed for. � e young guys are strong 
enough to draw the cams that stay at 
peak weight for 8 or 9 inches and there-
fore, generate the high speeds that get 
all the advertising. � at’s great but I 
can’t do it, so I make the adjustment 
in both a lower draw weight and easier 
draw stroke; I’m happy being e� ective!

then how will they 
draw their bows 
while sitting in a 
treestand. Yep, I 
like to be standing 
when shooting 
out of a treestand 
but you have to be 
prepared for what 
“might” happen 
when you take a 
little � ve-minute 
break to sit down 
every hour or 
when it’s really 
cold. Prepare for 
those cold morn-
ings when your 
muscles are not 
so � exible. Set the 
draw weight so 
you can raise the 
bow to the target 
level and draw it 
without a struggle 
– don’t endure 

I make sure that my student hunters can draw their bows when sit-
ting in a chair. Setting the draw weight to achieve this ensures that 
on those cold mornings in the treestand, they will be able to draw 
their bows at “crunch time.”
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THE PEEP
Aiming accuracy is enhanced by 

having both a front and rear sight. In 
the case of the bow sighting system, 
the rear sight is usually a string mount-
ed peep sight. � is disk-with-hole 

presents itself as � at and directly in 
front of an archer’s aiming eye when 
the bow is drawn to full-draw position.  
Or at least, it is supposed to. 

We all know that several problems 
arise when you place the peep sight 
in the bowstring. First, it has to be the 
correct height above the nocking point. 
Second, it has to rotate properly so 
that the hole is visible in front of the 
archer’s eye. � ird, the hole has to be 
the proper size so that the sight pin is 
clearly visible when viewed through 
it. Fourth and � nally, the peep has to 
have the proper angle so that when the 
bowstring is drawn and angled to the 
archer, the peep appears in the vertical 
plane and � at to the archer’s eye.

� ese four characteristics must all 
be met in order to satisfy the First 
Principle of Aiming. � is is the prin-
ciple or rule that states that your best 
chance to hit a target occurs when you 
are looking at it!

I know you think that this is rather 
obvious. And it is. What we need to do, 
however, is examine what we mean by 
“looking at it.”

� ere are two issues to discuss 
here. One is that “looking” implies that 
you can actually see the target. Second, 
your eye focus intensity must be on the 
target and not the sight pin.

First, “looking at” means that noth-
ing is blocking the target from view. In 
this case, we mean that the peep “hole” 
is opening directly to the eye and not 
turned at an angle to it. You need to 
see a complete circular opening so the 
maximum amount of light is coming 
through the hole and entering the aim-
ing eye. 

If you are seeing an elliptical open-
ing, not a circle, then less light is enter-
ing the archer’s eye and the target is 
not fully visible. Less light is usually 
accompanied with less focus and that 
means a blurred image and less accu-
racy. � e more the peep turns away 
from the eye, the more the elliptical 
opening looks like a thin vertical line 
and the more shadow-lines appear in 
the thin opening; then it turns a bit 
more and the image goes completely 
black.

Some peeps are designed to have 
elliptical holes. A peep like this is 
mounted in the bowstring, with the 

be met in order to satisfy the First 
Principle of Aiming. � is is the prin-
ciple or rule that states that your best 
chance to hit a target occurs when you 
are looking at it!

obvious. And it is. What we need to do, 
however, is examine what we mean by 

here. One is that “looking” implies that 

I’m still using my PSE Shark-X single cam bow because I can draw 
it with relative ease. It has a “softer” force draw curve than my 
Vendetta. In other words, it rises to peak weight later in the draw 
stroke and drops below peak sooner. The Vendetta is, of course, 
faster and appeals to most guys. Both are highly accurate but 
speed is no good to me if I can’t draw the bow, so keep that in 
mind when you are � tting bows to older guys and lady hunters.

I have to have 
a big hole in my 
hunting peep sight. 
The low light condi-
tions of early morn-
ing and late eve-
ning demand this 
less accurate com-
promise. I’m � ne 
with that because 
you can’t hit what 
you can’t see!

This set of Specialty Archery peep apertures will � t all of your needs. The small ones 
work well for target shooting while the medium size apertures give good visibility on 
black 3-D targets. Use the biggest ones or no aperture at all for hunting.

-Creation of an easy to use
E-commerce website solution 
allowing you to start offering 
product and selling securely on 
the web.

-Pape-Pape’s full product catalog up-
loaded to your websites: Product 
Images and Descriptions. 

-An inventory feed that 
AUTOMATICALLY updates your 
website every 15 minutes as to 
the inventory level on hand at 
Pape’s.

-Complete Pricing Control:-Complete Pricing Control: Allows 
you to easily set your prices by 
category or even down to the 
product level.
 
-One Click-One Click To Ship (TM): Allows 
you to click one button that sends 
order to Pape’s for blind ship 
fulfillment to your customer from 
Pape’s warehouse.

DISTRIBUTOR
CATALOG

ONLINE STORE

Harness the power of the world-wide-web to bring new customers to your door.

Increase Your Sales

- Distributor Product & Inventory Link
- One-Click-To-Ship
- Custom Design & Branding

Call Today for a Free Consultation and Online Demo

www.outdoorbusinessnetwork.com
Toll Free: 1-800-699-0820

Offer Customers A Fully Stocked

Now Your Website Can Offer
Over 10,000 Products
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hole parallel to the string. When the 
bow is drawn, however, the hole has 
the same angle as the bowstring and 
appears circular to the eye. Other 
peeps mount at an angle to the bow-
string so that the hole will present � at 
to the eye and be circular when the 
bow is drawn. Both work well, although 
I’m most accustomed to the 45 degree 
angled peep.

� e size of the peep hole is also 
important. � e size of the opening 
must match the needs of the archer. 
If he or she is shooting target archery, 
then pinpoint accuracy is required and 
that means a small peep hole. If the 
archer’s intent is to shoot game ani-
mals, then a larger peep opening will 
better match his or her needs in low-
light conditions, like after sunset or 
before sunrise. 

For hunting, I use my Specialty 
Archery target peep without the 
removable peep aperture. I remove the 

3/64 inch screw-in peep hole from the 
larger housing and use the resulting 
1/4 inch opening as my hunting peep 
sight. � at large hole gives me great 
visibility in low-light conditions and 
the 45 degree peep angle presents the 
face of the peep properly to my eye on 
my 38 inch axle-to-axle hunting bow. A 
37 degree peep is available for shorter 
bows, having a bowstring angle closer 
to horizontal.

Keep in mind that the larger peep 
hole is also less accurate than the small 
hole. I’m sure you’ll agree with me that 
if the small hole prevents you from see-
ing the target, then it is of little use. Stay 
large so you can “see the target.” � ere 
are other ways to build accuracy into 
your peep and pin aiming system and 
these will be discussed elsewhere in 
this article.

� e second issue involved with 
“looking” at the target is where and 
how much you focus your vision. � e 
golfer, for instance, must do more than 
just see a white blob when he looks 
down at the ball on the ground. He/she 

must focus on a 
dimple on that ball 
to be most e� ec-
tive. In fact, that 
dimple should be 
on the back side of 
the ball, where the 
club face will strike 
the ball and that 
focus must be of 
the highest inten-
sity during the last 
two seconds of the 
swing. Any look 
away and the head 

must focus on a 
dimple on that ball 
to be most e� ec-
tive. In fact, that 
dimple should be 
on the back side of 
the ball, where the 
club face will strike 
the ball and that 
focus must be of 
the highest inten-
sity during the last 
two seconds of the 
swing. Any look 

To help regain accuracy lost when using a 
large-hole peep, I make sure my pin hous-
ing has a highly visible outer ring. The ring 
diameter must also be completely visible 
within my peep opening when I’m at full 
draw and aiming. The eye will naturally 
align these two concentric circles, giving a 
very accurate sight system. 

The new Toxonics sight this year is the 
Fletch-Z with micro adjustable elevation 
and windage, a GridLock mounting bar 
and .019 inch Metaloptic pins. 

The Rut Wrecker by Copper John with .029 inch � ber optics and 
composite construction. 
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position changes, the body position 
changes and the club face strikes the 
ball poorly. 

� e archer, both for target shoot-
ing and for hunting, must focus his 
vision intensely on the target surface 
for the last few seconds of the shot. 
� is ensures proper head and body 
position so that he/she will achieve 
� rst-shot and repeated success. Fail to 
focus intensely or look away and the 
shot will be aimed poorly and impact 
inaccurately. In other words, “the eyes 
have it”!

Setting the optimum height of the 
peep as it rests in the bowstring is 
important. � e peep opening must 
appear directly in front of the archer’s 

eye every time he/
she draws the bow 
and especially 
when there is a deer in view. I set my 
peep by drawing my bow with my eyes 
closed and then opening them once I 
get to full draw. If the peep is not clearly 
visible, then I adjust its vertical posi-
tion on the string and retest. I do this 
over and over to be sure that the peep 
is opening to my eye every time I draw. 

� is complete awareness of your 
full-draw position comes with practice, 
practice and more practice. Learning to 
hold your head directly over your spine 
with your chin level takes time, as most 
archers want to drop their chins or tilt 
their heads when at full draw. Keep 
your head up and chin level; avoid all 
the neck tension that comes from head 

tilting and twisting and you’ll execute 
your shot with more consistency.

SEPARATION DISTANCE:
Another limiting factor of hunting 

sight systems is the distance between 
the peep and pin. Most of us place 
our hunting pin-sight close to the bow 
riser so it doesn’t snag the vines and 
bushes we encounter while hunting. 
� e closer the front and rear sights are 
on a weapon, the less accurate they 
are. Pistols, for instance, have a rather 
short distance between their two sights 
and are less accurate because of it. I’m 
willing to accept this limit just to keep 
my sight from being knocked out of 
adjustment.

REBUILDING ACCURACY
SIGHT PIN HOUSING RING: 

Most bowhunters, myself includ-
ed, use a large-hole peep so we 
can see the game animal in the 
woods. � e large hole, as I men-
tioned earlier, is less accurate 
than the small hole, so is there 
a way to regain most of that lost 
accuracy? 

Absolutely. I rebuild my accu-
racy by choosing a circular pin 
housing that is highly visible and 
the proper size to appear inside 
the circular viewing area of my 
peep sight. Your eyes will natural-
ly center one circle within anoth-
er, so select the pin sight that you 
can see within the peep opening. 

REBUILDING ACCURACY

Most bowhunters, myself includ-
ed, use a large-hole peep so we 
can see the game animal in the 
woods. � e large hole, as I men-
tioned earlier, is less accurate 
than the small hole, so is there 
a way to regain most of that lost 
accuracy? 

racy by choosing a circular pin 
housing that is highly visible and 
the proper size to appear inside 
the circular viewing area of my 
peep sight. Your eyes will natural-

The Opposition sight by Scha� er has an opposed pin arrange-
ment with an adjustable light intensity.

The Hind Sight mounts between the bow handle 
and limbs and provides accurate aiming for those 
who have di�  culty aiming through a small hole 
peep and choose to go without one.

Lightning Bowstrings designed the  Square-Up, which provides 
two rear-mounted vertical crosshairs that help you see and pre-
vent bow handle torque when used with your existing sight.

Mrs. Doe Pee’s Buck Lures
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Fax 319-385-2855 • www.mrsdoepee.com

info@mrsdoepee.com
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If it’s too big, you won’t see it at all and 
if it’s too small, it will be more di�  cult 
to center it within the peep opening. 

My peep opening, as I said, is 1/4 
inch. My pin housing has a diameter of 
1.75 inches and at full draw is about 32 
inches from my peep. My draw length 
is 31 inches. Since most bowhunters 
have draw lengths shorter than mine, 
their housing diameters may need to 
be slightly smaller to be seen com-
pletely through the same 1/4 inch peep 
opening. Or they need to use a bigger 
peep opening.

� e white circular rim of my pin 
housing appears completely inside my 
peep viewing hole. When the hous-
ing circle is held concentrically inside 
the peep circle, I regain the accuracy I 
may have lost when going to the large 
peep hole. � ese two concentric circles 
are about 30 inches apart and make a 
highly accurate sight arrangement.

What I have to 
practice is establishing 
that concentric-circle 
view at the instant I get 
to full draw position. In 
other words, the bow 
has to � t and I have to 
practice so it all hap-
pens subconsciously 
“in the heat of battle”!

LIGHTED PINS 
OR NOT: I use a lighted 
pin set. I didn’t until 
just a few years ago but 
now my older eyes see 
the lighted pins bet-
ter when the sun sets. 
� e light system on my 

Axcel Armortech sight has three di� er-
ent intensity settings, so I can make the 
pins visible in varying light conditions. It 
works great for me.

� ere are several challenges with 
using the lighted pins, however. � e � rst 
that comes to mind is remembering to 
turn the light o�  after the sun rises in the 
morning or when I get out of the stand in 
the evening. I’ve run the batteries down 
more than once and what I am afraid of 
happening (I know it’s going to happen!) 
is that I’ll need it some evening and 
because I forgot to turn it o�  after the 
morning hunt, the batteries will be dead 
and I’ll be a vegetarian for another week!

Most of the time, I use the lowest 
light intensity setting on my lighted sight 
pins. It seems that in most darkening 
conditions, the brighter settings make 
it di�  cult to see beyond the pins to the 
target. With the low intensity setting, 
I can easily see the pin and the target 

beyond the pin.
Keeping both eyes open 

helps my vision to the tar-
get. My dominant right eye 
sees the pins in front of the 
target while my left eye sees 
the whole target and its sur-
roundings. When I bring my 
sight into view in front of my 
right eye and keep my left 
eye open, I have a clear view 
of everything in front of me. 
Remember that I prepare my 
bow so that it � ts me prop-
erly in order to make this sight 
picture happen even in low 
light conditions.

beyond the pin.

helps my vision to the tar-
get. My dominant right eye 
sees the pins in front of the 
target while my left eye sees 
the whole target and its sur-
roundings. When I bring my 
sight into view in front of my 
right eye and keep my left 
eye open, I have a clear view 
of everything in front of me. 
Remember that I prepare my 
bow so that it � ts me prop-
erly in order to make this sight 

practice is establishing 
that concentric-circle 
view at the instant I get 
to full draw position. In 
other words, the bow 
has to � t and I have to 
practice so it all hap-
pens subconsciously 
“in the heat of battle”!

OR NOT:
pin set. I didn’t until 
just a few years ago but 
now my older eyes see 

Sword Sights of Ohio produces this Centurion, which 
is elevation-adjustable with one or multiple pins. It 
also has a third axis adjustment and lighted pins.

HHA produces this 5219X model sight, which combines a 
single .029 inch � ber optic pin with cross hairs, an adjustable 
sight and pre-calibrated sight tapes.
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Some archers don’t feel the need to 
use lighted pins and some others don’t 
even want peep sights. � ey may have 
experienced di�  culties with peeps or 
lights, so they make di� erent solutions 
for their sight arrangement. � at’s � ne 
if they are accurate to 30 yards in low 
light. If not, then they must decide to 
limit their hunting and avoid the low 
light conditions. 

PIN COLOR: My eyes see the cool-
er colors better than the hot colors. 
� e green � ber optic pins are clear and 
sharp when I see them in low light. My 
optometrist tells me that the reason 
for this is my farsighted vision. � ose 
with nearsighted vision can see the hot 
colors better than cooler colors. I make 
sure that my top, short-distance pin is 
green and not red or orange. Choose 
what you can see the best in low light.

THE TARGET SIGHT SETUP
� e target bow is designed for 

accuracy. I use it to launch an arrow 
to a small target area placed at either 
a known or unknown distance and 
that requires the most accurate com-
bination of peep and pin sight. In other 
words, I use a small-hole peep sight 
and a magni� ed single-pin front sight 
to get the most accuracy.

� e small hole and the magni� ca-
tion give me a very limited view of the 
target area. Depending on the distance, 
I see only the target spot plus a little of 
the surrounding color. On the interna-
tional colored face, I see all of the gold 
and all of the red. � e aiming “ring” I 
use instead of a dot or pin surrounds 

the gold; I see it in the red. � is allows 
me to stare through the ring and focus 
my vision on the gold in the center. 

To enhance accuracy, I extend my 
front sight so that it is 6 to 10 inches 
further away from my peep sight as 
compared to my hunting sight. � is 
increase makes a di� erence that trans-
lates into more accuracy and higher 
scores.

Care has to be taken, however, to 
not use the very smallest 1/32 inch 
peep opening. I’ve always used the next 
size larger opening, the 3/64 inch aper-
ture. It served me well both indoors 
and outdoors and I’ve even switched 
mid-round to the 1/16 inch opening 
and a weaker power lens in very low-

light, rainy conditions. 
You can’t hit what you 
can’t see!

Despite the accuracy 
of this system, it’s just no 
good for hunting because 
you can’t see the entire 
target with it. Especially 
when the target may be 
moving.
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 Extreme Archery Products makes both .010 inch and .019 inch 
� ber optic pins with this � ve-pin model as well as a selection of 
1/8 inch, 3/16 inch and 1/4 inch peep sights.

The hunting sights from CBE this year o� er the standard 
high quality construction and design we expect from them 
as well as easy and accurate adjustment and easy to see 
� ber optics.

 Titanium is the material 
of choice for this peep by 
G5 Outdoors. Note the 
smooth � nish that won’t 
cut or fray your bowstring.

The Viper sights for 2013 have micro click knobs and a dovetail 
� xed plate design for easy and consistent adjustment.
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LOW LIGHT TEST AREA
Do you have a place in your shop 

or outside your shop that customers 
can use to test bow sights in low light 
conditions? Maybe your shooting area, 
with the lights dimmed, would work. 
� e customer needs to learn what 
might work best for his/her eyes before 
buying, so some sort of test area would 
be a big help. You know what you like 
on your own bow, so test it in a dimly 
lit space you have to determine if that 
simulates the woods after sunset; your 
customers will appreciate it.

CONCLUSION
 A sight system must be designed 

to allow each individual to see his/her 
target. Since we all “see” a little di� er-
ently, each of us has to custom build 
our own sight system to � t our needs. 
� at’s why there are so many bow sight 
manufacturers these days. Each has 
an idea that helps some hunters see a 
little better. 

� ey’ve come a long way from 
the � rst pin sight I ever used; it real-
ly was an actual straight-pin taped to 
the bow’s sight window. Don’t laugh 
- it was fully micro-adjustable for dis-
tance and windage! Today’s sights are 
far more sophisticated and cost 
much more but we can see them 
when we need to see them and 
they stay in place!

� e most di�  cult task for 
dealers is getting the bow to 
� t the bowhunter. If the bow 
� ts, then the archer can draw it 
with ease and the sight appears 
e� ortlessly in front of his aim-
ing eye. To get this done means 
that you have to be the teacher/
coach for good shooting tech-
nique and correct body posi-
tion. I’m on your side on this 
task and hope the principles in 
this article help you do just that.

Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise

Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is avail-
able to conduct one and two day 
CoreArchery Academies on shooting 
form. Reach him by email at larry@
larrywise.com or call him at (717) 
436-9168. Larry has a DVD title. “Core 
Archery Back Tension: De� ned and 
Demonstrated.” � e DVD is available at 
www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check 
out past articles by Larry Wise at the 
twin web sites of ArrowTrade. Use 
arrowtrademag.com for high speed 
connections or see arrowtrademaga-
zine.com for PDF downloads of arti-
cles.
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The peeps by Hi-Tek are designed to 
accept the familiar rubber tube that aligns 
the peep to your eye every time you draw. 
Or you can choose the � at-mounted peep 
that angles � at to your eye when the bow-
string is drawn.

The Archer Extreme Driver one pin sight features micro-adjust 
windage and elevation using the edge gear drive. 

Spot Hogg Archery Products has introduced its easy-to-see 
lighted cross hair sight with an optional lens for 3-D. I can sure 
see this one!
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